Enhanced Design Results in
Maximum Reliability that Consumers Appreciate
Fresh-Lock® DZ Double Zippers are

closure and the look of the clear or colored

newly improved, featuring better grip and

locks. Plus, they’re available in 14mm and

superior opening-and-closing for consistent

22mm widths, and custom sizes can be

performance. Consumers appreciate the

developed.

enhanced tactile feedback upon zipper

The Double
Mono-Trak design
The Double Mono-Trak design received
positive feedback during consumer focus
groups: “I happen to like that double
track. I think it seals a little better.”

Fresh-Lock® DZ Double Zipper options
• Available with two or four flanges

• Some of the symmetrical zipper designs can be sealed
into the package in either orientation with same results

D o u b l e

• Sealant on all flanges eliminates zipper separation
from the film

• Zipper geometry and Soft Seal® material minimizes
end seal leaks, so they crush well in the machine

• Clear or colored locks available
• Consumer-friendly double-lock design

• Double Mono-Trak design for more consistent
consumer feel

• Consistency in consumer interaction
(easy open/easy close)

• Enhanced tactile feedback upon closure

D Z

Z i p p e r

The Performance to Improve Your Package

• Made of our proprietary Soft Seal® material for a
high-integrity side seal using less crushing energy

• Available with patented sealant ribs that allow lower
sealing temperatures, reducing film distortion for
improved package appearance

Using fresh thinking, we designed Fresh-Lock®
DZ Double Zippers to block out air and lock in
freshness. Plus, our double zippers can be made
with with clear or colored locks.

A Difference Consumers Notice
Focus group feedback is overwhelmingly positive. The
new Double Mono-Trak design is seen as malleable and
effortless to press together. Plus, it suggests a secure seal.

“

It was nice. A lot of times
these types of zippers don’t
match up, so you’re playing
with it trying to find the
right spot. But, this one

”

went right away.
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